Schwann cell responses during regeneration after one or more crush injuries to myelinated nerve fibres.
The responses of Schwann cells during regeneration of myelinated nerve fibres were studied ultrastructurally in the distal segment of mouse phrenic nerve after a single or repeated localized crush injury. Chronological observations on nerves after a single crush confirmed the occurrence of myelination of only single regenerating axons among many that appeared in individual Büngner bands. The redundant axon sprouts often showed the structural features of degeneration and decreased in number with time. During the process, supernumerary Schwann cells not related to myelin formation were produced. They commonly failed not only to make a one-to-one relationship with an axon, but they also failed to acquire a new basal lamina of their own. With time, they showed shrinkage of their cytoplasm and became arranged circumferentially around the myelinating axon with unipolar or bipolar cytoplasmic processes. Electron microscopic, quantitative assessment of the nuclear population of Schwann cells following repeated crushes up to four times, clearly indicated a progressive and predominant increase in the number of the supernumerary Schwann cells with the number of crushes. Also, they were found to form separate concentric cytoplasmic lamellae around the myelinating axons, developing structures resembling onion-bulbs. It was concluded that essentially the same regenerating process as that observed after a single crush was repeated following re-crush, thereby resulting in the successive accumulation of supernumerary Schwann cells around a myelinating axon.